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Managing Agile Projects

2005

annotation are you being asked to manage a project with unclear requirements high levels of change a team using
extreme programming or other agile methods this book is for project managers who are interested in learning the
secrets of successfully controlling and delivering agile projects from learning how agile projects are different from
traditional projects to detailed guidance on a number of agile management techniques this book includes contributions
from some of the industry experts the visionaries who developed the agile methodologies in the first place
contributors include scott ambler developer of agile modeling alistair cockburn the developer of crystal methods
larry constantine the visionary behind user centred design and use cases ron jeffries co creator of extreme
programming linda rising the leading expert on the use of patterns in software design and many others

Agile Project Management For Dummies

2017-09-05

flex your project management muscle agile project management is a fast and flexible approach to managing all projects
not just software development by learning the principles and techniques in this book you ll be able to create a
product roadmap schedule projects and prepare for product launches with the ease of agile software developers you ll
discover how to manage scope time and cost as well as team dynamics quality and risk of every project as mobile and
web technologies continue to evolve rapidly there is added pressure to develop and implement software projects in
weeks instead of months and agile project management for dummies can help you do just that providing a simple step by
step guide to agile project management approaches tools and techniques it shows product and project managers how to
complete and implement projects more quickly than ever complete projects in weeks instead of months reduce risk and
leverage core benefits for projects turn agile theory into practice for all industries effectively create an agile
environment get ready to grasp and apply agile principles for faster more accurate development

Managing Agile Projects

2005

your hands on in the trenches guide to successfully leading agileprojectsagile methods promise to infuse development
with unprecedented flexibility speed and valueand these promises are attracting it organizations worldwide however
agile methods often fail to clearly define the manager s role and many managers have been reluctant to buy in now
expert project manager sanjiv augustine introduces agility from the manager s point of view offering a proven
management framework that addresses everything from team building to project control augustine bridges the disconnect
between the assumptions and techniques of traditional and agile management demonstrating why agility is better
aligned with today s project realities and how to simplify your transition using a detailed case study he shows how
agile methods can scale to succeed in even the largest projects defining a high value role for the manager in agile
project environmentsrefocusing on outcomes not rigid plans processes or controlsstructuring and building adaptive
self organizing organic teams forming a guiding vision that aligns your team behind a common purposeempowering your
team with the information it needs to succeedmanaging the flow of customer value from one creative stage to the
nextleveraging your team members strengths as whole persons implementing full life cycle agility from planning and



coding to maintenance and knowledge transfer customizing agile methods to your unique environmentbecoming an adaptive
leader who can inspire and energize agile teams whether you re a technical or business manager managing agile
projectsgives you all the tools you need to implement agility in your environmentand reap its full benefits managing
agile projects is part of the robert c martin series c copyright pearson education all rights reserved

Agile Project Management

2009-07-10

best practices for managing projects in agile environments now updated with new techniques for larger projects today
the pace of project management moves faster project management needs to become more flexible and far more responsive
to customers using agile project management apm project managers can achieve all these goals without compromising
value quality or business discipline in agile project management second edition renowned agile pioneer jim highsmith
thoroughly updates his classic guide to apm extending and refining it to support even the largest projects and
organizations writing for project leaders managers and executives at all levels highsmith integrates the best project
management product management and software development practices into an overall framework designed to support
unprecedented speed and mobility the many topics added in this new edition include incorporating agile values scaling
agile projects release planning portfolio governance and enhancing organizational agility project and business
leaders will especially appreciate highsmith s new coverage of promoting agility through performance measurements
based on value quality and constraints this edition s coverage includes understanding the agile revolution s impact
on product development recognizing when agile methods will work in project management and when they won t setting
realistic business objectives for agile project management promoting agile values and principles across the
organization utilizing a proven agile enterprise framework that encompasses governance project and iteration
management and technical practices optimizing all five stages of the agile project envision speculate explore adapt
and close organizational and product related processes for scaling agile to the largest projects and teams agile
project governance solutions for executives and management the agile triangle measuring performance in ways that
encourage agility instead of discouraging it the changing role of the agile project leader

Agile Project Management

2020-04-19

are you someone who is working in project management do you want to make sure you are efficient and competent at
every stage of the process this book will provide the answers you need being a project manager means juggling several
different jobs at the same time and making sure that each piece of the jigsaw is just as the client expects it to be
this can be a complex and frustrating task but by employing an agile system your project will run a lot smoother in
this book agile project management the ultimate beginner s guide to learn agile project management step by step you
will learn a management system that breaks down complex projects into smaller pieces letting you finish everything
with quality you will find details of the core aspects of agile project management explained with chapters that cover
the 33 year history of this system and how it has helped businesses succeed the 4 main tenets that make it a success
transitioning from traditional to agile project management tools and methodologies the 5 vital benefits you gain
foolproof methods for dividing responsibility how to apply quality control without micromanaging estimation
techniques and more by becoming more agile in your approach to project management the obstacles and difficulties
encountered become more manageable and the success of the project is assured and agile project management will guide



you every step of the way towards your ultimate goal get your copy now

Agile Project Management with GreenHopper 6 Blueprints

2013-01-01

a step by step tutorial based approach this book is of great help for agile teams who are already using or planning
to use the greenhopper tooling system to execute agile projects it suits all roles in an agile project including
system administrators stakeholders product owners scrum masters and team members fundamental knowledge of jira is
essential

Agile Project Management For Dummies

2020-09-29

this updated edition shows you how to use the agile project management framework for success learn how to apply agile
concepts to your projects this fully updated book covers changes to agile approaches and new information related to
the methods of managing an agile project agile project management for dummies 3rd edition gives product developers
and other project leaders the tools they need for a successful project this book s principles and techniques will
guide you in creating a product roadmap self correcting iterations of deployable products and preparing for a product
launch agile approaches are critical for achieving fast and flexible product development it s also a useful tool for
managing a range of business projects written by one of the original agile technique thought leaders this book guides
you and your teams in discovering why agile techniques work and how to create an effective agile environment users
will gain the knowledge to improve various areas of project management define your product s vision and features
learn the steps for putting agile techniques into action manage the project s scope and procurement plan your team s
sprints and releases simplify reporting related to the project agile project management for dummies can help you to
better manage the scope of your project as well as its time demands and costs you ll also be prepared to skillfully
handle team dynamics quality challenges and risks

Agile Project Management

2015

agile project management is a detailed guide to successfully applying agile scrum kanban and lean to your next
project based on years of hands on experience implementing these proven techniques the book walks through the details
of building and agile team and planning and executing an agile project it provides plenty of detail on various agile
techniques and how they can complement traditional project management tools and methods whether you are a project
manager functional manager team member or stakeholder the detailed guidance provided in this book will help you to
successfully lead or support an agile project

Agile Project Management in Easy Steps

2015-09



agile project management in easy steps now in its second edition explains the key principles techniques and processes
to ensure your agile project is a success this edition of the book has been updated to reflect progress and
refinement of agile methods over recent times it explains the key principles techniques and processes of agile
project management working through an entire project explaining the main activities and deliverables including pre
project start up and terms of reference feasibility assessment and the business case establishing the foundations for
success iterative development and the evolving solution implementation and post project assessment it includes
additional coverage of business analysis user experience feature driven development and agile projects in large
programmes and enterprises an essential guide for anyone new to agile projects and a valuable source of inspiration
for the more experienced it also includes downloadable templates to get you started

Agile Project Management for Government

2012

governments on both sides of the atlantic have committed to introducing agile change management for faster results
with cheaper implementation at lower risk the first hands on guide is designed to help public sector leaders reap the
rewards of agile methods based on the latest national and international research

Lean and Agile Project Management

2017-02-03

when project managers are faced with budget cuts and fewer resources waste elimination becomes a priority in
maintaining effectiveness this does not mean shortening or abandoning traditional project cycles though in fact fast
results on critical assignments can only be completed with strong plans and a detailed work breakdown structure the
connections or lack thereof are what strongly impact performance and quality this book defines nine wastes found in
project management and demonstrates how they can be addressed with lean technology

The Project Manager's Guide to Mastering Agile

2015-01-05

streamline project workflow with expert agile implementation the project management profession is beginning to go
throughrapid and profound transformation due to the widespread adoption ofagile methodologies those changes are
likely to dramaticallychange the role of project managers in many environments as we haveknown them and raise the bar
for the entire project managementprofession however we are in the early stages of thattransformation and there is a
lot of confusion about the impact ithas on project managers there are many stereotypes and misconceptions that exist
aboutboth agile and traditional plan driven project management agile and traditional project management principles
andpractices are treated as separate and independent domains ofknowledge with little or no integration between the
two andsometimes seen as in conflict with each other agile and waterfall are thought of as two binary mutually
exclusive choices and companies sometimes try to force fittheir business and projects to one of those extremes when
the rightsolution is to fit the approach to the project it s no wonder that many project managers might beconfused by
all of this this book will help project managersunravel a lot of the confusion that exists develop a totally
newperspective to see agile and traditional plan driven projectmanagement principles and practices in a new light as



complementaryto each other rather than competitive and learn to develop anadaptive approach to blend those principles
and practices togetherin the right proportions to fit any situation there are many books on agile and many books on
traditionalproject management but what s very unique about this book isthat it takes an objective approach to help
you understand thestrengths and weaknesses of both of those areas to see how they canwork synergistically to improve
project outcomes in anyproject the book includes discussion topics real world casestudies and sample enterprise level
agile frameworks thatfacilitate hands on learning as well as an in depth discussion ofthe principles behind both
agile and traditional plan drivenproject management practices to provide a more thorough level ofunderstanding

Agile Project Management in easy steps, 3rd edition

2022-09-23

this third edition of agile project management in easy steps has been updated to reflect its ongoing evolution it
explains the principles practices and processes of agile project management by following an entire project step by
step and covering the main activities and deliverables including pre project foundations project vision and the
business case ongoing discovery and definition of scope iterative and incremental development continual
retrospectives and improvement post project close down and benefits review now with four new chapters the changes
from the traditional role and responsibilities how to apply agile approaches to projects in more controlled
environments how the role of project management changes in organizations moving from projects to continual flow and
value streams growing trends that project managers can benefit from today an essential guide for anyone new to agile
projects and a valuable source of inspiration for the more experienced includes free downloadable templates to get
you started table of contents 1 introducing agile projects 2 leading agile projects 3 starting with good foundations
4 discovery and prioritization 5 delivering for impact 6 transparency and learning 7 project closure 8 the agile
project framework 9 agile projects with lean principles 10 agile in controlled environments 11 from projects to
continual flow 12 agile projects at scale 13 frameworks for agile delivery 14 trends in project management

Agile Project Management in easy steps, 2nd edition

2015-07-29

agile project management in easy steps now in its second edition explains the key principles techniques and processes
to ensure your agile project is a success this edition of the book has been updated to reflect progress and
refinement of agile methods over recent times it explains the key principles techniques and processes of agile
project management working through an entire project explaining the main activities and deliverables including pre
project start up and terms of referencefeasibility assessment and the business caseestablishing the foundations for
successiterative development and the evolving solutionimplementation and post project assessment it includes
additional coverage of business analysis user experience feature driven development and agile projects in large
programmes and enterprises an essential guide for anyone new to agile projects and a valuable source of inspiration
for the more experienced it also includes downloadable templates to get you started chapters agile projectsagile
project managementscrumdsdmextreme programminglean developmentfeature driven developmentgetting
startedfoundationsdevelopmentdeploymentpost projectagile projects at scale



Agile Project Management

2013-06-26

the development of the agile movement whatever the area of application or discipline comes from the famous faster
cheaper better maxim as such the agile manufacturing paradigm rests on four principles response to change and
uncertainty supplying highly customized products synthesis of diverse technologies and intra enterprise and inter
enterprise integration for the reader interested in agile project management applications response to changes and
transformations and its impact on managing projects this book is a must read various insights are covered including
how to master complexity and changes in projects economy and society how interaction between the project management
team and project owners can influence risk management how to move beyond the traditional mechanistic project
management approach how to include agile principles into an improved logical framework analysis structure what the
impact is of agile principles on project management organizations what kind of innovative project management practice
supports agile principles and much more

Agile Project Management

2016-11-03

in understanding methodologies and agile project management we look at the different techniques in which you can
successfully develop management skills as you know it is quite important to adopt a multifaceted approach when it
comes to management to get your job done in a facile manner agile methodology is a multifaceted approach that finds
its application in many different fields and can be considered an umbrella concept right from engineering to it to
business management there are many areas where one can effectively apply the ideologies of agile management once you
go through the book you will understand how easy it is for you to adopt and utilize it to enhance your business the
agile management technique focuses on four main aspects namely effective communication with clients parties
delivering a work application collaborating with clients and changing up the scope of work all of these need to be
controlled and managed in order to enhance productivity that is exactly where this book comes into play in the course
of this book you will learn how to understanding the iterative learning process learning about the agile software
development techniques the scope of management meaning and features of agile manifesto dynamic system development
model and its applications the phases of the atern project understanding of the scrum theory sprint reviews and
sprint retrospectives service designs and transitions service operations lean development principles operational
level management techniques steps to enhance focus agile management basically focuses on enhancing communication
within the organizational structure to ensure that you remain with free flowing ideologies it is a good way to
increase your productivity while managing your work environment the book focuses on understanding each and every
element by breaking it down to the simplest form the concepts are explained in such a way that they allow you to
implement them in your work life you can go through the concepts in detail to understand each and every aspect of it
there is no limit to its application and you can mold it into any shape or form of your choice you can pass a copy of
the book to all your employees so that they can understand what it takes to partake in agile management of business
you can also consider holding a seminar or a book reading session where everybody can interpret their ideologies in
their own way using the information provided in the book you can implement agile management in your day to day life
whether it is work or personal life so what are you waiting for start reading right away buy your copy today



Making Sense of Agile Project Management

2011-02-08

making sense of agile project management business economics project management the essential primer to successfully
implementing agile project management into an overall business strategy for a project to be truly successful its
management strategy must be flexible enough to adapt to dynamic and rapidly evolving business needs making sense of
agile project management helps project managers think outside the box by presenting a deep exploration of agile
principles methodologies and practices straying from traditional bureaucratic procedures that are rigidly defined
this book espouses a heavy reliance on the training and skill of collaborative cross functional teams to adapt the
methodology to the problem that they are attempting to solve rather than force fitting a project to a particular
methodology making sense of agile project management focuses on how agile project management fits with other more
traditional project management models to provide a more effective strategy includes many cases taken from real world
companies illustrating good and bad agile implementation provides coverage that is balanced and objective with
discussion of both agile and non agile methodologies making sense of agile project management employs a
straightforward approach that enables project managers to grasp concepts quickly and develop adaptable management
tools for creating a vibrant and fluid business environment by utilizing the principles laid out in this book
business managers and leaders will strengthen their ability to meet the risks and complexities of any individual
project and better understand how to blend the appropriate balance of control and agility into an overall business
strategy

The Mini Book of Agile

2022-03-21

learn all about agile agile project management and agile delivery to put agile into practice at work and in your
personal projects key featuresexplore the key concepts of agile development agile project delivery and agile project
managementstudy the different agile concepts such as user stories story points epics and product backlogunderstand
why agile is different from traditional project delivery and other methodologiesbook description think of this book
as agile for dummies or agile for anyone and everyone this agile book will allow you to master the most important
concepts of agile development agile project delivery and agile project management this mini book has been designed to
enable you to manage your projects in an agile way this mini book will walk you through the fundamentals principles
and key concepts of agile agile project management and agile delivery the book includes valuable resources graphics
and examples that will allow you to grasp the key essence of agile agile rituals agile practices agile concepts and
the key differences between agile and traditional project management after reading this book you will have a thorough
understanding of agile and how to put agile into practice at work and in your personal projects what you will
learnreview the background and function of agile and its advantagesencounter the differences between agile and
waterfallexplore agile principles culture and rolesexplore fundamental concepts agile artifacts ritualsbecome
familiar with some important agile toolswho this book is for this book is for anyone who wants to learn the
fundamentals principles and key concepts of agile agile project management and agile delivery no prior agile
experience or knowledge is necessary



Agile Project Management with Scrum + Kanban 2 In 1

2019-11-22

are you looking for a way to improve your project management skills does the prospect of agile project management
keep you awake at night are you interested in learning how you can make use of both kanban and scrum methodologies in
order to improve your project management skills if you answered yes to any of the above then this guide may be just
what your career needed both scrum and kanban methodologies have been used to great success by industry leaders all
over the world from toyota s lean manufacturing success story to how scrum revolutionized lego s project management
practices it can be seen how these 2 methodologies are essential for improving efficiency and reducing waste as
reported by elizabeth harrin in 2017 lean and agile project management skills are becoming increasingly in demand by
applying the theories of kanban and scrum you can equip yourself with the right set of tools to take on any challenge
and launch your career with both kanban and scrum being an essential part of agile project management project
managers need to be proficient in the use of kanban and scrum get yourself upskilled today and master the concept of
agile project management this guide includes agile project management with kanban revealed the secret to get out of
stress and overwhelming work to finally become productive introducing agile project management with scrum why you
need to use scrum and how to make it work in your individual situation when you purchase these books you ll learn
about the reason why multinational corporations such as pixar spotify and zara have all adopted kanban and why you
should to the 3 must know secrets on how you can recruit the ultimate scrum team why kanban and scrum can improve
profitability and efficiency along with 3 ways for you to drive change internally what makes a successful scrum
master and the 3 ways you can become one why an increasing number of project managers are turning to kanban and scrum
industry secrets that teach you how to utilize kanban to its fullest potential how to become a complete lean manager
with digital kanban tools and scrum software how kanban helped toyota and other companies achieve international
success and why scrum is a crucial component of agile project management and much much more all of this may sound too
good to be true but as we ve seen from so many success stories it is in fact a reality harness the potent power of
kanban and scrum with this bundle and take your project management skills to the next level if you re ready to become
a master of lean project management click add to cart and get ready for a revolution

Agile Estimating and Planning

2005-11-01

agile estimating and planning is the definitive practical guide to estimating and planning agile projects in this
book agile alliance cofounder mike cohn discusses the philosophy of agile estimating and planning and shows you
exactly how to get the job done with real world examples and case studies concepts are clearly illustrated and
readers are guided step by step toward how to answer the following questions what will we build how big will it be
when must it be done how much can i really complete by then you will first learn what makes a good plan and then what
makes it agile using the techniques in agile estimating and planning you can stay agile from start to finish saving
time conserving resources and accomplishing more highlights include why conventional prescriptive planning fails and
why agile planning works how to estimate feature size using story points and ideal days and when to use each how and
when to re estimate how to prioritize features using both financial and nonfinancial approaches how to split large
features into smaller more manageable ones how to plan iterations and predict your team s initial rate of progress
how to schedule projects that have unusually high uncertainty or schedule related risk how to estimate projects that
will be worked on by multiple teams agile estimating and planning supports any agile semiagile or iterative process



including scrum xp feature driven development crystal adaptive software development dsdm unified process and many
more it will be an indispensable resource for every development manager team leader and team member

Agile Project Management

2021-01-29

have you ever tried your hand at software development only to find out that it s much harder than you prepared for
not only do you have to make sure that your skills are up to par with everybody else but there is also the matter of
coordinating with everyone involved in that project and with collaboration comes the potential for complexity soon
enough you ll be juggling different deadlines and correspondences deal with differences in design approaches and wade
through deep technical problems aside from that you d have to deal with pressure from investors and stakeholders
whose visions your team is trying to translate into something tangible but often get blindsided by last minute
committee decisions now what if you are open to a more agile method of managing projects but find changes in your
results to be insignificant for instance you might have adopted methodologies like scrum and xp but find your team of
going through the motions of the change instead of fully embracing such managing a project that requires
collaborative effort is complicated and often challenging there is no doubt to that but what if someone were to tell
you that you can help your team achieve its goals at a faster and far more effective pace this is where this book
comes into play in this book you will learn the different agile methodologies the rationale behind their structures
and the values principles and concepts that you could use in employing them if that is not enough for you here are a
few more things that the book will focus on what motivates teams and what ideas and principles do they identify with
the most the basics of the four major agile methodologies scrum xp kanban and lean what makes them different from one
another restructuring your team s framework to be more compatible with agile methodologies picking the right
methodology for your team or for a certain project preparing dealing with and mitigating potential problems that
might arise from the application of methodologies ensuring sustainability in the application of agile methodologies
in essence by learning of the why behind agile project management methods you can find the how in implementing them
for your own team and eventually you should be able to achieve the results you have set for the team or better yet go
beyond those the information provided in this book has been organized in such a way that it is easy to understand and
master even for those who are relatively new to the concepts of software development and project management if the
prospect of learning how to finish projects faster and more effectively intrigues you then it is now time to dive
deep into the world of agile project management

Lean and Agile Project Management

2020-04-30

when project managers are faced with budget cuts and fewer resources waste elimination becomes a priority in
maintaining effectiveness this does not mean shortening or abandoning traditional project cycles in fact fast results
on critical assignments can only be completed with strong plans and a detailed work breakdown structure the
connections or lack thereof are what strongly impact performance and quality lean and agile as covered in this book
are meant to enhance traditional project management not replace the science a strong foundation in traditional
project management is necessary to appreciate the benefits of adopting lean and agile lean and agile project
management how to make any project better faster and more cost effective defines the wastes and issues found in
project management and demonstrates how they can be addressed by engaging lean thinking and agile techniques this



book also shows how to apply lean principles to project management pm teaches the application of simple six sigma
metrics in pm discusses the adoption of agile techniques in pm in order to stay on task and remain flexible helps
readers discover the theoretical synergies between popular pm programs promotes an understanding of how lean people
skills can help a person become a better leader and manager since the publication of the first edition of this book
the bodies of knowledge have all been systematically updated in addition through conducting peer groups and detailed
workshops the author has simplified many of the basics and they are now much easier to understand essentially the
author believes traditional project management can benefit from adding lean and agile but she has simplified the
model for greater efficiency

The Software Project Manager's Bridge to Agility

2008-05-19

when software development teams move to agile methods experienced project managers often struggle doubtful about the
new approach and uncertain about their new roles and responsibilities in this book two long time certified project
management professionals pmprs and scrum trainers have built a bridge to this dynamic new paradigm they show
experienced project managers how to successfully transition to agile by refocusing on facilitation and collaboration
not command and control the authors begin by explaining how agile works how it differs from traditional plan driven
methodologies the benefits it promises and the real world results it delivers next they systematically map the
project management institute s classic methodology independent techniques and terminology to agile practices they
cover both process and project lifecycles and carefully address vital issues ranging from scope and time to cost
management and stakeholder communication finally drawing on their own extensive personal experience they put a human
face on your personal transition to agile covering the emotional challenges personal values and key leadership traits
you ll need to succeed coverage includes relating the pmbokr guide ideals to agile practices similarities overlaps
and differences understanding the role and value of agile techniques such as iteration release planning and
retrospectives using agile techniques to systematically and continually reduce risk implementing quality assurance qa
where it belongs in analysis design defect prevention and continuous improvement learning to trust your teams and
listen for their discoveries procuring purchasing and contracting for software in agile collaborative environments
avoiding the common mistakes software teams make in transitioning to agile coordinating with project management
offices and non agile teams selling agile within your teams and throughout your organization for every project
manager who wants to become more agile part i an agile overview 7 chapter 1 what is agile 9 chapter 2 mapping from
the pmbokr guide to agile 25 chapter 3 the agile project lifecycle in detail 37 part ii the bridge relating pmbokr
guide practices to agile practices 49 chapter 4 integration management 51 chapter 5 scope management 67 chapter 6
time management 83 chapter 7 cost management 111 chapter 8 quality management 129 chapter 9 human resources
management 143 chapter 10 communications management 159 chapter 11 risk management 177 chapter 12 procurement
management 197 part iii crossing the bridge to agile 215 chapter 13 how will my responsibilities change 217 chapter
14 how will i work with other teams who aren t agile 233 chapter 15 how can a project management office support agile
249 chapter 16 selling the benefits of agile 265 chapter 17 common mistakes 285 appendix a agile methodologies 295
appendix b agile artifacts 301 glossary 321 bibliography 327 index 333

Agile Project Management

2004



in a fast paced environment filled with uncertainty successfully completing projects on time can feel like running an
obstacle course an emphasis on speed often forces project teams to make decisions without crucial data leading to
frequent changes of direction once more information becomes known if people arent light on their feet complicated
projects can easily get tripped up agile project management gives readers the strategies they need to take charge of
urgent projects that involve unique resources and elements of uncertainty the book offers an improvement upon
classical project management processes by tying project processes more directly to the ever changing requirements of
business objective achieving improved flexibility and response time filled with examples showing how to implement
agile pm into all project situations the book demonstrates how to develop an appropriate and supportive
infrastructure and environment and reviews the roles of the project manager general management and the project team
agile project management is the ultimate method for achieving superior results in an accelerated and changing
environment

Scrum

2019-07-14

short development cycles react more flexible to market changes and create products that can be used more quickly more
than 250 pages of comprehensive knowledge about scrum and agile project management up to date based on the scrum
guide from 2017 and the scrum scale guide from 2019 do you want to react much faster to market changes with
innovative products radically shorten your time to market offer a much faster return on investment and more
flexibility for your customers agile project management and scrum offer not only that but also more interesting and
satisfying work for your project team and a much more productive collaboration teams organize their own work and take
on more responsibility many companies have already discovered the benefits of agile approaches to projects and taken
the step away from traditional project management towards agility with scrum and agile project mnaagement you get
decreased time to market faster return of investment more customer flexibility more satisfying work increased
collaboration and ownership reduced project risk in this book you will learn the most important things about agile
project management and scrum to apply them successfully it describes scrum comprehensively systematically and easily
understandable you learn the following topics agiles project management the scrum framework the roles in scrum agile
and scrum values scrum events and artifacts requirement management in scrum the use of scrum for large and
distributed projects scrum scale this book will introduce clarify and deepen your knowledge about agile project
management and scrum to use it successfully it describes scrum comprehensively systematically and easy to understand
you will also learn how scrum scale can be used to successfully implement large agile projects agile project
management is suitable for all types of projects not only in it and software development but also in other industries
where lean management and kanban are applied with more than 250 pages and more than 40 figures and a comprehensive
glossary of definitions of all key terms this high quality book is equally suited as a comprehensive introduction and
reference guide for business and for educational purposes this is a book for beginners in scrum and agile project
management but also for advanced readers who are preparing for a scrum certification the essential guide to agile
project management and scrum for all team members managers and executives get to know agile project management and
scrum today and make your project management more flexible effective and deliver results faster download srum the
essential guide today and getting ready for success

Breaking the Addiction to Process

2011



companies using traditional development methods are finding it increasingly difficult to maintain profitable business
relationships in today s climate agile is a flexible adaptable system and this book will help you implement it for
maximum impact and success for your business with agile you can deliver the results your clients want with the
results you want too

Agile Project Delivery

2020-12-18

agile project delivery reviews how different agile methods can be applied to project delivery in complex corporate
environments beyond the agile manifesto s original scope of software development taking readers through a typical
project lifecycle the text demonstrates how agile techniques can be applied to each phase of a project using valuable
tools and examples agile project delivery covers various approaches that are used across the many methodologies and
frameworks that are part of the agile family including scrum xp and crystal as well as some of agile s influences
such as lean and kanban agile project delivery also provides readers with advanced instructions for using atlassian s
industry leading agile software jira bridging the gap between agile methodology and application this concise guide
features practical delivery approaches engaging case studies useful templates to assist in agile application and
chapter discussion questions to reinforce understanding on how to harness the benefits of agile with a focus on
settings outside of software development and an accessible pragmatic approach agile project delivery is an invaluable
resource for students in any project management course as well as for both aspiring and experienced project
practitioners

Lean and Agile Project Management Complete Self-Assessment Guide

2017-07-24

does lean and agile project management analysis isolate the fundamental causes of problems in the case of a lean and
agile project management project the criteria for the audit derive from implementation objectives an audit of a lean
and agile project management project involves assessing whether the recommendations outlined for implementation have
been met in other words can we track that any lean and agile project management project is implemented as planned and
is it working how do we ensure that implementations of lean and agile project management products are done in a way
that ensures safety what are the disruptive lean and agile project management technologies that enable our
organization to radically change our business processes have the types of risks that may impact lean and agile
project management been identified and analyzed defining designing creating and implementing a process to solve a
business challenge or meet a business objective is the most valuable role in every company organization and
department unless you are talking a one time single use project within a business there should be a process whether
that process is managed and implemented by humans ai or a combination of the two it needs to be designed by someone
with a complex enough perspective to ask the right questions someone capable of asking the right questions and step
back and say what are we really trying to accomplish here and is there a different way to look at it for more than
twenty years the art of service s self assessments empower people who can do just that whether their title is
marketer entrepreneur manager salesperson consultant business process manager executive assistant it manager cxo etc
they are the people who rule the future they are people who watch the process as it happens and ask the right
questions to make the process work better this book is for managers advisors consultants specialists professionals
and anyone interested in lean and agile project management assessment all the tools you need to an in depth lean and



agile project management self assessment featuring 618 new and updated case based questions organized into seven core
areas of process design this self assessment will help you identify areas in which lean and agile project management
improvements can be made in using the questions you will be better able to diagnose lean and agile project management
projects initiatives organizations businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic standards and practices
implement evidence based best practice strategies aligned with overall goals integrate recent advances in lean and
agile project management and process design strategies into practice according to best practice guidelines using a
self assessment tool known as the lean and agile project management scorecard you will develop a clear picture of
which lean and agile project management areas need attention included with your purchase of the book is the lean and
agile project management self assessment downloadable resource which contains all questions and self assessment areas
of this book in a ready to use excel dashboard including the self assessment graphic insights and project planning
automation all with examples to get you started with the assessment right away access instructions can be found in
the book you are free to use the self assessment contents in your presentations and materials for customers without
asking us we are here to help

Agile Project Management in easy steps

2012-03-21

agile project management in easy steps defines agile projects and then examines the typical components of such a
project and the appropriate approach to project managing them these include changing requirementsdifferent way of
planningmore than usual project phasesprioritised business requirementsa broader approach to risk management for
completion it also shows how to use the traditional project management areas such as team management risk management
quality management communications and reporting agile project management in easy steps conforms to using simple
stages to follow enabling desired results with no confusion along the way

AGILE in Practice

2021-05-06

practical guidance to implement agile kanban xp and scrum with 600 expert solutions included Ê key featuresÊÊ
supportive materials for pmi acp and safe exam preparation proven use cases on implementation of kanban agile and
scrum across business projects 600 interview questions quizzes and business solutions to acquire lucrative agile
project management jobs descriptionÊ this book is a pragmatic guidance teaching modern it professionals how to
improvise and scale up it delivery capabilities using leading project management methodologies including agile and
kanban it is equipped with use cases and hundreds of solutions and the readers will learn to examine the strength of
their project management function and how to improvise it the book brings exclusive knowledge on several strategies
to put into implementation in the event of natural disaster like covid 19 and for future crisis management you will
be acquainted with the popular tools and technologies that your organization can make use of it for better
collaboration on projects you will learn the various project performance metrics for each of these project management
methodologies as an added advantage of this book you can get yourself ready for one of the popular and critical
professional examinations like pmp acp and safe key strategies to beat covid 19 pandemic and for crisis management
key enablers to build organizational resilience and enterprise maturity model portfolio upstream kanban
implementations lessons learnt and key takeaways pmi acp and safe exam preparation tricky real world agile scrum
kanban case studies demos and tools interview questions and answers on agile scrum xp dsdm kanban and scrumban useful



tips techniques for successful agile transformation in any organization and the art of agile development agile kanban
metrics jira tool use in projects programs what you will learn gain strong hold on concepts of kanban xp fdd dsdm
scrumban and scrum ÊÊÊÊ exclusive coverage on strategies to beat covid 19 pandemic and future crisis management learn
to build organizational resilience and enterprise maturity model ready guidance to prepare for pmi acp and safe
certification tricky real world agile scrum kanban case studies demos and tools who this book is forÊÊ this book is
for scrum masters product owners developers cxos and professionals closely associated with agile scrum kanban xp
projects to further improve their knowledge of agile with valuable pragmatic insights experienced level professionals
and agile enthusiasts having relevant experience can also acquire an in depth knowledge of the advanced concepts in
project management table of contents 1 key success factors for adopting agile scrum kanban in any organizations 2 why
personal agility matters 3 tricky real world agile scrum kanban case studies demos and tools 4 agile scrum kanban
maturity assessment nuts bolts 5 useful tips techniques for successful agile transformation in any organization and
the art of agile development 6 common agile scrum kanban misconceptions 7 key takeaways 8 glossary 9 quiz session 10
test your knowledge

LEAN

2020-11-23

if you want to understand the benefits of agile project management and scrum methodology then keep reading the
introduction of agile project management system has brought a lot of insight into the project management and team
development for small medium and large scale organizations in the last few years this flexible responsive and
powerful process has also caused a massive expansion to the scope of project management helping project managers and
their development team to deliver incredibly saleable products as a project manager you know that these project
management methods will deliver tremendous organizational benefits but do you know enough about agile and scrum
methodologies to reap the rewards when it comes to software development agile project management and scrum
methodologies makes your journey of software design or development easier this shows the basic and simple principles
control tools techniques methodology and processes of agile project management to ensure that your project is
successful it reflects the progress and refinement of agile and scrum methods from its initiation to the present
state it offers a practical context for understanding and applying these techniques moving from theory into actual
practical experience the need for project participants to respond to changes and situations that arise during the
project management process is one of the key functional approaches of the agile process scrum represents one of those
agile methodologies that provide such leverage for project handlers and participants to these demanding business
requirements open and study this book and find out the origins of agile how a group of 17 software professionals at a
2001 conference in chicago gave birth to the world s most iconic system of project management the scrum methodology
and its relationship with the agile management system why agile project management techniques works better than the
historical traditional project management model benefits of using the scrum framework over other agile process the
multiples and various uses of agile project management and scrum methods the basic steps for putting agile into
action not just productivity and product quality but also maintaining a good working environment problem solving
techniques and strategies in agile project management and scrum how where and why of successful implementation scrum
flow and agile process even if you don t know a thing about the agile project management method you can learn by just
reading this book and applying the principles written in the book would you like to know more download now scroll to
the top and click the buy now button



Agile Project Management

2021-01-28

what can help you build a house code software draft a project or even renovate your business a whiteboard a pad of
sticky notes and the knowledge of how to use them of course agile project management is the solution people have been
looking for born out of sheer need nearly two decades ago agile project management has grown and expanded past the
borders of its software development beginnings these days companies in marketing medicine pharmaceuticals
manufacturing and even governmental institutions employ agile practices to help their processes to deliver faster and
to be better at everything they do to skeptics agile project management may very well sound like a utopian dream but
in fact it is the complete opposite of that agile project management comes to oppose idealistic views on how projects
should be planned it comes to help you embrace change at its true value and power it comes to help you deliver better
faster more qualitative products regardless of what industry you work in you will find genuine value in agile project
management precisely because it is an approach so flexible and so broad that you simply cannot ignore it these days
this book will help you understand what agile project management is understand what agile project management is not
understand the basic principles behind agile project management understand why agile is needed understand where agile
comes from understand why agile has so many advantages and what they are understand how to actually apply the 12
agile principles to real life work understand why teams love agile project management understand how to build truly
agile teams understand how to deploy and scale up your agile projects understand why sometimes agile might not seem
to work understand that agile can be a hybrid approach and as such it can be implemented in traditional companies
understand how agile will ultimately change your life if you are looking for a one size fits all solution to your
project management needs agile is not it but to be absolutely honest nothing will ever offer this to you there is no
magic solution to delivering faster better products if you are looking for a comprehensive compelling and easy to
understand book that will teach you the basic tenets of agile without oversimplifying the concepts behind it then
this is what you are searching for if you want a book that will tell it as it is a book that will be true to the
honesty tenet behind agile project management and won t sugar coat the challenges of embracing this approach then you
are in the right place you have just stumbled upon the agile project management book you need to start out in the
world of agile and do it on the right foot are you ready to start seeing results do you want to transform the way you
manage projects and teams scroll up and click the buy now button

Agile Project Management

2019-11-21

are you interested in managing your projects more effectively do you keep hearing about agile and you would like to
know more about it are you a developer and you want to take part in agile projects agile is a very innovative
methodology to manage projects and it is widespread in software related projects everything started in 2001 with the
manifesto for agile software development since then many frameworks were made available like extreme programming
scrum and kanban usually you would need to read a book for each one of these topics in the pages of this book you
will find a comprehensive guide to agile and to these frameworks in this book you will learn the content of the agile
manifesto what is agility in practice what is extreme programming and why it was innovative when it was introduced
what is scrum and how to implement it in your project which roles document and events are included in scrum what is
kanban and how to use it how to choose between the available agile frameworks with this book you will start from zero
and you will be able to understand how to manage your projects using an agile framework if you want to start to work



with agile methodologies scroll up and click the buy now button

Lean & Agile Project Management

2014-07-16

the lean and agile philosophies are terms that define modern technics to make our projects fast and efficient without
adding costs or reducing quality the five principles of the lean thinking have its origin during the 90s decade in a
japanese automotive industry this approach helps to improve the efficiency in mass production projects by focusing in
adding value to the client and removing waste from the project value flow ten years later the manifesto for agile
software development and its twelve agile principles got popular these ideas propose not to be too strict with plans
and processes context can change permanently and we need to be flexible with the client in order to quickly adapt to
those changes if we want to submit the deliverables we have been asked for from these two currents of thoughts one
that focuses on mass production and another that focuses on software projects in this book we will develop ideas 100
practical to improve efficiency and timeliness of any type of project management also some of the concepts in this
book will allow us to become more agile leaders in our daily activities the author pablo lled has written eight books
on project management some of them have been published by mayor publishing companies the author states that the
benefits of reading this book are understand the lean agile philosophy in a very simple way learn lessons from more
than 20 real cases gain knowledge through more than 10 practical exercises save time and money when compared with
other books be a better project manager

Agile Project Management

2020-10-11

are you tired of missing deadlines do you want to increase speed and flexibility when delivering your product to
customers are you looking for an efficient method to complete your project master agile methodology become an expert
get your agile project management bundle now in this incredible bundle you will learn a management system that breaks
down complex projects into smaller pieces letting you finish everything with quality this bundle includes book 1
agile project management the definitive beginner s guide to learning agile project management and understanding
methodologies for quality control this book will help you understand what agile project management is understand what
agile project management is not understand the basic principles behind agile project management understand why agile
is needed understand where agile comes from understand why agile has so many advantages and what they are understand
how to actually apply the 12 agile principles to real life work understand why teams love agile project management
understand how to build truly agile teams understand how to deploy and scale up your agile projects understand why
sometimes agile might not seem to work understand that agile can be a hybrid approach and as such it can be
implemented in traditional companies understand how agile will ultimately change your life book 2 agile project
management methodology a comprehensive beginner s guide to scrum kanban xp crystal fdd dsdm if you want to level up
already the book at hand is what you need get it today and learn more about scrum project management basics and why
this method is so popular what s up with the daily standup anyway how scrum and other agile methods relate to each
other kanban and where it really came from the advantages of kanban and how it connects to scrum extreme programming
and whether or not it is still relevant in 2019 crystal methods and why they are among the most flexible methods out
there what feature driven development actually is why the dynamic system development method is ideal for corporate
agile scaling how to choose the right combination of agile practices for your own business are you ready to start



seeing results do you want to transform the way you manage projects and teams scroll up and click the buy now button

Brilliant Agile Project Management

2016-01-05

what is agile project management and will it bring my project in on time and budget if you need a solid understanding
of how agile project management works so your projects can fully benefit from using this innovative and powerful
approach this book is essential reading brilliant agile project management does more than just talk you through the
techniques and processes focussing on real life use of agile in business environments it provides practical advice
and techniques on how to implement and work with agile so you always know exactly what to do and say to make your
project a success assess whether your organisation or project is right for using apm understand how to implement apm
into any project overcome common problems with apm the full text downloaded to your computer with ebooks you can
search for key concepts words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends ebooks
are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the bookshelf available as a free download
available online and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll gain instant access to this ebook time
limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry date you will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst
you have your bookshelf installed

Agile Project Management: Managing for Success

2014-08-23

management and enables them to deal with the demands and complexities of modern agile systems software hardware
development teams the book examines the project program manager beyond the concepts of leadership and aims to connect
to employees sense of identity the text examines human psychological concepts such as locus of control which will
help the manager understand their team members view and how best to manage their world contributions the authors
cover new management tools and philosophies for agile systems software hardware development teams with a specific
focus on how this relates to engineering and computer science this book also includes practical case studies
discusses management skills needed as they relate to the advances in software development practices examines how to
manage an agile development team that includes teams across geographically ethnically and culturally diverse
backgrounds embraces all of the aspects of modern management and leadership

Lean and Agile Project Management Complete Self-Assessment Guide

2018-01-05

whats the best design framework for lean and agile project management organization now that in a post industrial age
if the top down command and control model is no longer relevant in other words can we track that any lean and agile
project management project is implemented as planned and is it working how does the lean and agile project management
manager ensure against scope creep what are the usability implications of lean and agile project management actions
defining designing creating and implementing a process to solve a business challenge or meet a business objective is
the most valuable role in every company organization and department unless you are talking a one time single use
project within a business there should be a process whether that process is managed and implemented by humans ai or a



combination of the two it needs to be designed by someone with a complex enough perspective to ask the right
questions someone capable of asking the right questions and step back and say what are we really trying to accomplish
here and is there a different way to look at it this self assessment empowers people to do just that whether their
title is entrepreneur manager consultant vice president cxo etc they are the people who rule the future they are the
person who asks the right questions to make lean and agile project management investments work better this lean and
agile project management all inclusive self assessment enables you to be that person all the tools you need to an in
depth lean and agile project management self assessment featuring 725 new and updated case based questions organized
into seven core areas of process design this self assessment will help you identify areas in which lean and agile
project management improvements can be made in using the questions you will be better able to diagnose lean and agile
project management projects initiatives organizations businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic standards
and practices implement evidence based best practice strategies aligned with overall goals integrate recent advances
in lean and agile project management and process design strategies into practice according to best practice
guidelines using a self assessment tool known as the lean and agile project management scorecard you will develop a
clear picture of which lean and agile project management areas need attention your purchase includes access details
to the lean and agile project management self assessment dashboard download which gives you your dynamically
prioritized projects ready tool and shows your organization exactly what to do next your exclusive instant access
details can be found in your book

Create Your Successful Agile Project

2017-10-18

you think agile techniques might be for you but your projects and organization are unique an out of the box agile
approach won t work instead unite agile and lean principles for your project see how to design a custom approach reap
the benefits of collaboration and deliver value for project managers who want to use agile techniques managers who
want to start and technical leaders who want to know more and succeed this book is your first step toward agile
project success you ve tried to use an off the shelf approach to agile techniques and it s not working instead of a
standard method or framework work from agile and lean principles to design your own agile approach in a way that
works for you build collaborative cross functional teams see how small batch sizes and frequent delivery create an
environment of trust and transparency between the team management and customers learn about the interpersonal skills
that help agile teams work together so well in addition to seeing work and knowing what done means you ll see
examples of many possible team based measurements look at tools you can use for status reporting and how to use those
measurements to help your managers understand what agile techniques buy them recognize the traps that prevent agile
principles from working in too many organizations and what to do about those traps use agile techniques for
workgroups and see what managers can do to create and nurture an agile culture you might be surprised at how few
meetings and rituals you need to still work in an agile way johanna s signature frankness and humor will get you on
the right track to design your agile project to succeed what you need no technical expertise or experience needed
just a desire to know more about how you might use agile in your project

Project Management

2017-03-18

discover proven principles in agile project management this book is a detailed manual in agile project management and



product management using scrum and other methodologies it will explain the roles and principles involved in managing
projects don t worry if you have never managed a project before after reading this material you will know how
projects work and what you can do to ensure their success learn the 15 common mistakes in project management you have
to avoid the first chapter focuses on the fundamentals of project management you ll discover the different aspects of
this field such as quality management and risk management the second chapter will define agile software development
and scrum after reading the second chapter you ll know how to run your own scrum projects the third chapter focuses
on planning scheduling and resource management it will teach you how to form effective plans for your projects as
well as the information that you ll need during the planning stage the fourth chapter is all about risk management if
you are careless they might ruin the project you and your team are working on after closing a project you ll evaluate
your team s performance and record all the lessons you ve learned from it the last chapter gives fifteen of the most
common mistakes that project managers commit aside from explaining each mistake the said chapter will give you a
detailed solution grab your copy now available as kindle or paperback version here is what this book holds for you
fundamentals of project management agile software development and scrum business communication and presentation
skills effective project planning and resource management risk management closing and evaluating project success 15
common mistakes in project management you have to avoid bonus business communication and presentation skills get this
book now and learn proven project management and project planning techniques learn to make decisions analyse risks
and complete your projects successfully become a master project manager
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